2014 Orangutan SSP Husbandry Advisor Update

(or what the heck has she been doing all year??!!)

(or what the heck has she been doing all year??!!)
Guadalajara Zoo
Mexico

“Mei-Ni”

“Luis Soto Rendon”
Mei-Ni Labial Changes
Guadalajara Zoo Orangutan Exhibit
Opened in Summer of 2014
Kibriah and Infant

Hannah Barlow
Primate Manager
and Dog
Note: dog not employed by Twycross Zoo!
Wildlife Conservation Society - Bronx Zoo - Josh Charlton

Josh Charlton - NOT!!
didn’t have a photo of him so I used one of my favorite actors instead
Hong Kong Zoo and Botanical Gardens

“Wah-Wah” and “Wan-Wan”
Dr. Brittany Rizzo
Ultrasound project to collect information on fetal development
Ragunan Zoo - Jakarta, Indonesia

Dr. Emma Collier-Baker
Memphis Zoo
Cameron Park Zoo

Mei and Batari

Proud Dad "KJ"

Terri Cox and Johnny Binder
Post-Partum Management of Kecil Orangutan

Suzanne Husband
Toledo Zoo

Trish Kahn
Milwaukee Zoo

Nava Greenblatt
Brookfield Zoo
Consulting on New Orangutan Exhibits
Orangutan SSP Husbandry Course
Red Ape Keepers List Serve

There are over 494 members from 14 countries!
Orangutan Shipping and Transfer Survey Group

Update

- Continue to examine past shipping surveys
- Beginning work on recovery strategies for post shipment related issues
Orangutan SSP Steering Committee